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(54) Particle beam accelerator 

(57) An ion implanter includes a high 
energy accelerator (18) having equally 
spaced electrodes (42-49) along an ion 
beam, each electrode being connected 
to a tapping on a resistive voltage 
divider (53) of which the upstream 
terminal (62) is connected to a variable 
high positive voltage source (32), the 
downstream terminal being grounded. 
Every Jth (e.g .J = 2) tapping is taken to 
an external tapping (62-68) of which 
these are N (e.g. N = 4). A shorting bar 
(70), driven (72) stepwise by a binary 
pneumatic drive (77), moves from the 
Nth terminal (62), to contact all lower 
terminals down to any selected 
terminal from N-1 to 1. The drive is 
synchronized with the adjustment of 
voltage source (32) so that the voltage 
gradiant across the unshorted 
electrodes remains substantially 
constant; this maintains focus of a high 
current beam as the energy is varied by 
alteration of accelerator voltage. 
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SPECIFICATION 

Particle beam accelerator 

5 The present invention relates to particle beam 
accelerators and more particularly to a particle beam 
accelerator having several electrodes that are selec-
tively short circuited together synchronously with 
changes in the magnitude of a DC voltage applied to 

10 the accelerator to maintain a substantially constant 
voltage gradient along the length of the unshorted 
electrodes despite variations in the energy applied to 
the beam by the accelerator. The invention has par-
ticular application to accelerating ion beams that are 

15 implanted into semiconductorwafers. 
Machines for implanting semiconductor target 

wafers with ions have been extensively developed. 
Such machines typically include an ion source, an 
ion acceleratorstructure, an ion beam analyzerthat 

20 selects an ion species from the source, and a lens for 
controlling the diameter of the beam. Downstream 
of the lens is a deflection system for the beam which 
is traveling in a straight line path along a longitudi-
nal axis. In certain implantsrs, the deflection system 

25 includes a pair of X-Y electrostatic deflection plates, 
one downstream of the other in the ion beam prop-
agation path. The downstream, usuallyX, deflection 
plates deflect the beam from the straight line path 
through a predetermined angle, typically from five to 

30 nine degrees, to remove neutral ions that are not of 
the desired species from the beam irradiating the 
target wafer. 

The ion accelerating structure typically includes a 
first accelerator (frequently referred to as a pre-

35 accelerator) between the ion source and the ion 
beam analyzer and a second accelerator (frequently 
referred to as a post-accelerator) between the anal-
yzer and the quadrapole lens. The first and second 
accelerators supply sufficient energy to the ions to 

40 implant them to the desired depth in the wafer. 
It is desired for certain applications for the amp-

litude of ion beam currents irradiating the semicon-
ductorwafers to be relatively large, for example, 
three to four milliamperes. In the past, maximum ion 

45 beam currents have been up to typically one mil-
liamperes. It has been found, however, that if the 
same accelerator is used for ion beam currents hav-
ing high and low levels and high and low energies 
the high current beam has a tendency to diverge as it 

50 propagates with lower energy through the 
accelerator. There is an appreciable decrease in the 
current of the ion beam irradiating the target 
because ofthis tendency of the beam to diverge. The 
problem can be solved by decreasing the effective 

55 length of the accelerator as the ion beam energy is 
decreased. It is most desirable forthis purpose to 
maintain a constant voltage gradient in the 
accelerator for the ion beam, regardless ofthe beam 
current magnitude, to prevent spreading of the 

60 beam. 
In the only prior art device that, to my knowledge 

considers this a problem, the post-accelerator 
includes eight ring electrodes that are at different 
potentials and are equi-spaced from each other 

65 along the ion beam path. A high voltage DC source is 

connected across the electrodes and a high voltage 
resistive divider has terminals connected to equal 
valued resistors and to adjacent ones of the elec-
trodes, so there are equal voltage gradients between 

70 all o f the electrodes. The electrodes connected to the 
hig hest voltage terminal of the voltage divider and to 
the third lowest voltage terminal of the divider are 
selectively connected together by a shorting bar. 
When the shorting bar is not connected to the third 

75 lowest voltage terminal of the voltage divider, the 
voltage between the highest and lowest voltage 
terminals of the divider is variable in steps from 175 
kilovolts to 25 kilovolts; the voltage gradient bet-
ween adjacent electrodes under these circumstances 

80 varies from 21.825 kilovolts per electrode to 6.25 
kilovolts per electrode. When the shorting bar 
bridges the electrodes connected to the highest vol-
tage terminal and third lowest terminal of the vol-
tage dividertogether, the voltage between the high-

85 est and the lowest voltage terminals varies in steps 
from 50 kilovolts to 0 volts; the voltage gradient 
between adjacent electrodes under these circums-
tances varies from 16.667 kilovolts per electrode to 0 
kilovolts per electrode. The voltage of the pre-

S0 accelerator is fixed at 25 kilovolts in this arrange-
ment 

Thus, with this prior art arrangement there are 
very great differences in the voltage gradients under 
differing conditions and there is an appreciable step 

95 increase in the gradient when the shorting bar ini-
tially engages the third lowest voltage terminal of 
the voltage divider. While this post-accelerator struc-
ture was found to function satisfactory for prior art 
implanters with one milliamp maximum beam cur-

100 rent, it is not satisfactory for implanters with max-
imum beam currents of three to four milliamps 
because a significant amount of the current from the 
analyzer diverges as it propagates through the 
post-accelerator and thereby never reaches the 

105 semiconductor wafer being irradiated. 
It is, accordingly, an object of the present inven-

tion to provide a new and improved charged particle 
accelerator. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a new 
110 and improved ion beam accelerator for ion beam 

implanters. 
An additional object of the invention is to provide 

a new and improved charged particle beam 
accelerator having a variable effective length and a 

115 substantially constant voltage gradient along the 
length ofthe charged particle beam. 

A further object of the invention is to provide an 
ion beam implanter with an improved ion beam 
accelerator capable of accelerating beams of vari-

120 able amplitude and energies with substantially the 
same voltage gradient along the length of the beam. 

In accordance with the present invention, an 
apparatus for accelerating charged particles from 
the source ofthe particles includes N longitudinally 

125 spaced accelerator electrodes for the particles, 
where a N is an integer greaterthan five. The K and 
(K+1) electrodes are longitudinally spaced from 
each other by a predetermined distance q. A resistor 
having a value R is connected between the K and 

130 (K+1)electrodes, whereK = 1 , 2 . . . (N-1). Ashort-
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ing bar has a length, i.e., is dimensioned, and 
positioned so it selectively electrically engages every 
J one of the electrodes, where j is an integer at least 
equal to one N/J, where N/j is a positive integer. A 

5 drive means translates the shorting bar so an end 70 
portion ofthe shorting bar moves in a step-wise 
manner from the I to the V-1) electrode, where/' is 
every member in the set of J. The shorting bar is 
positioned so portions of it remote from the end por-

10 tion engage the (m-D,(m-2)... electrodes when the 75 
end portion engages the M electrode, where m, 
(m-1), (m-2)... are in the set of J. Thereby, the m, 
(m-1), (m-2)... electrodes are short circuited 
together. A variable DC voltage source is connected 

15 between electrodes one and N. Variations ofthe vol- 80 
tage source are synchronized with movement ofthe 
bar between the J electrodes to maintain a substan-
tially constant voltage gradient along the length of 
the unshorted electrodes despite variations in 

20 energy applied to the beam applied to the 85 
accelerator. 

The invention is particularly suited for use in an 
ion beam implanter for implanting positive ions 
from an ion source into a semiconductor wafer. In 

25 such an application, the implanter includes a first 90 
means for accelerating ions from the source into a 
beam. The beam derived from the first accelerator 
means is bent to select a species of ions from the 
source. A second means accelerates the selected ion 

30 species into beams having variable high energy 95 
levels. Charged ions in the high energy beam are 
deflected away from neutral ions in the high energy 
beam so the charged ions in the high energy beam 
irradiate the wafer. The second means for accelerat-

35 ing thus includes N electrodes equally spaced along 100 
the path ofthe beam as it traverses the second 
means for accelerating, where N is an integer greater 
than two. Thus, the N electrodes in this situation are 
considered as the J electrodes in the previously 

40 mentioned situation. A resistive voltage divider hav- 105 
ing N terminals is provided. The N terminals are 
respectively connected to the N electrodes. The 
divider includes the same resistance between adja-
cent one ofthe electrodes. A variable DC source 

45 applies a high positive voltage to terminal N ofthe 110 
voltage divider, while ground is applied to the first 
terminal ofthe divider. Terminal N is connected to 
an electrode that is upstream, in the direction of ion 
beam propagation, ofthe electrode connect to the 

50 first terminal. A shorting bar is dimensioned and 115 
positioned to selectively engage terminals N, (N-1).. 
. 1. A drive means provides stepwise movement for 
the shorting bar so an end portion ofthe bar sequen-
tially engages terminals N (N-1)... 1 in order. The 

55 remainder of the bar engaging terminals N, (N-1)... 120 
(a+1) while the bar end portion engages terminala, 
where a is selectively every integer from 1 to N. 
Stepwise movement ofthe shorting bar is synchron-
ized with variations ofthe DC source to maintain a 

60 substantially constant voltage gradient along the 125 
length ofthe unshorted electrodes despite variations 
in energy applied to the beam by the second 
accelerator means. 

Preferably, the shorting bar is driven by a series of 
65 </rodsandthenumberofelectrodesequals2d.Each 130 

ofthe rods is driven only to fully extended and fully 
retracted positions by a pneumatic source. The dif-
ference in length between the fully extended and the 
fully retracted positions of a first rod is equal to the 
distance, D, between adjacent ones ofthe elec-
trodes. The difference in length between the fully 
extended and retracted positions of a second rod is 
equal to twice the distance, 2D, between adjacent 
ones ofthe electrodes; the difference in length bet-
ween the fully extended and retracted positions of a 
third rod is equal to fourtimesthe distance, 4D, bet-
ween adjacent ones ofthe electrodes. In other 
words, a binary relationship exists between the dif-
ferences in the fully extended and retracted posi-
tions ofthe rods, whereby rodb has a difference in 
length between the fully extended and retracted pos-
itions thereof of 2 lb1)D, where b is selectively every 
integer form 1 tod. In one preferred embodiment, N 
equals4 and onlytwo rods are required. The first 
and second rods have differences in lengths bet-
ween the fully extended and retracted positions 
thereof equal to the distance between adjacent elec-
trodes and twice the distance between adjacent elec-
trodes. The rods are connected together and to the 
shorting bar to provide a smooth stepwise move-
ment ofthe bar between any of the four electrodes. 

The foregoing and additional objects and advan-
tages will become apparent from the following 
detailed description ofthe drawing. 

FIG. 1 is a schematic electric diagram of an ion 
implanter including the improved accelerator ofthe 
present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic mechanical diagram of a 
drive mechanism utilized in the accelerator of FIG. 1, 
wherein the drive mechanism is activated to drive a 
shorting bar so it engages only one electrode; and 

FIGS. 3,4 and 5 are schematic mechanical diag-
rams of part ofthe structure illustrated in FIG. 2 
wherein the shorting bar respectively engages two, 
three and four electrodes. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 1 ofthe drawing 
wherein ion implanter vacuum structure 11 is illus-
trated as including ion source 12, from which is 
derived an ion beam by pre-accelerator 13. The 
beam emerging from pre-accelerator 13 is bent by 
magnetic ion specie selector 14, that is constructed 
in the usual manner as a mass analyzer. The magne-
tic field of selector 14 is varied to control the ion 
specie that is bent through the proper angle to 
traverse resolving aperture 15 in plate 16 and form a 
beam that is accelerated to quadrapole doublet lens 
17 by post-accelerator 18. Selector 14 and lens 17 are 
energized by the usual voltage sources (not shown). 
The beam exiting lens 17 has a straight line path 20 
and longitudinal axis coincident with the longitudi-
nal axis of metallic, grounded vacuum envelope 19. 
The beam exiting lens 17 includes charged ions of 
the selected specie and neutral (uncharged) ions of 
another specie. Different ions in tube 19 have differ-
ent energies, as a function ofthe total accelerating 
voltages of accelerators 13 and 18. 

The beam exiting lens 17 traverses electrostatic 
deflection system 21 that deflects the beam along 
first and second axes at right angles to each other 
and the beam longitudinal axis. Deflection system 21 
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includes Y axis graphite deflection plates 22 and X 
axis graphite deflection plates 23, between which is 
positioned grounded graphite plate 24 having an 
aperture through which the beam propagates. Plates 

5 23 are positioned downstream of plates 22 to facili-
tate bending of charged particles in the beam. 

Plates 22 and 23 are responsive to deflecting vol-
tages of source 26 which derives potentials for 
periodically scanning the beam. Source 26 also 

10 deflects the charged particles in the beam along the 
X axis into beam path 25, away from the neutral 
particles in the beam that continue in a path aligned 
with path 20. 

The beam derived from source 12 is susceptible of 
15 widely varying currents, with a maximum amplitude 

of 3 to 4 milliamps. The beam derived from source 
12 is also susceptible of being accelerated by pre-
and post-accelerators 12 and 18to widely variable 
energy levels, between 35 kevto 200 kev, depending 

20 upon the selected total particle energy desired. 
To these ends, the upstream side of pre-

accelerator 13 is biased with a constant positive vol-
tage of 35 kilovolts relative to the downstream, 
grounded side thereof, with such biasing being pro-

25 vided by DC source 31. The upstream side of 
accelerator 18 is biased with a variable positive vol-
tage having a maximum value of 165 kilovolts rela-
tive to the downstream, grounded side thereof, with 
such biasing being provided by variable DC source 

30 32. 
Accelerator 18 is formed as a cylinder including 

ten metalic ring electrodes41-50; electrodes41-50 
are coaxial with each other and spaced from each 
other along the lane ofthe path ofthe ion beam 

35 propagating through the accelerator. The high vol-
tage terminal of DC source 32 is connected directly 
to terminal 41 while the low voltage terminal ofthe 
DC source is connected to terminal 49 via resistor 52, 
a part ofvoltage divider 53. Electrodes41 and 42 are 

40 short circuited to each other at all times, so both are 
biased to the voltage ofthe source 32. Electrode 50 is 
biased to a negative voltage of about 2 kilovolts by 
DC source 54, so the electrode repels secondary 
electrons to minimize accelerating secondary elec-

45 trons from ground to terminal 41. 
Electrodes 42-49 are equally spaced from each 

other along the length ofthe ion beam, as it propa-
gates through accelerator 18. Adjacent ones of elec-
trodes 42-49 are connected to each other by resistors 

50 61 that are part ofvoltage divider 53. Each of resis-
tors 52 and 61 has the same value so that equal vol-
tage gradients are developed between adjacent ter-
minals ofvoltage divider 53 and of adjacent ones of 
electrodes 42-49. 

55 Electrodes42,44,46 and 48 respectively include 
metal fingers 62,64,66 and 68 that extend radially 
from a cylindrical wall of accelerator 18. Each of fin-
gers 62,64,66 and 68 includes a circular aperture 
(not shown) through which metal shorting bar70 is 

60 translated. A surface in each of fingers 62,64,66 and 
68 on the periphery of each aperture includes a con-
tact region for bar 70 so that bar 70 is selectively, 
electrically connected to only electrode 42, or to elec-
trodes 42 and 44, or to electrodes 42,44 and 46, or to 

65 electrodes 42,44,46 and 48. 

Shorting bar70 is selectively translated in a 
smooth stepwise manner in the forward and reverse 
direction between fingers 62,64,66 and 68 by 
pneumatic motor 72, in turn connected by fluid con-

70 duits73-76to pneumatic source 77. Conduits 73-76 
supply fluid pressure to opposite sides of two pis-
tons within two cylinders of motor 70. One piston 
responds to fluids in line 73 and 74 to drive a first rod 
from a fully retracted to a fully extended position 

75 through a distance equal to the distance between 
fingers 62 and 64, while the other piston responds to 
the fluid in lines 75 and 77 to drive a second rod from 
a fully retracted to a fully extended position through 
a distance equal to the distance between fingers 62 

80 and 66. The two rods are interconnected to each 
other and to shorting bar 70 to provide the desired 
stepwise translation ofthe end portion ofthe bar 
from finger 62 to finger 64, to finger 66, and to finger 
68. 

85 Pneumatic source 77 supplies fluids to conduits 
73-76 synchronously with variations of high voltage 
source 32 in response to settings established by an 
operator of energy control console 78. To this end, 
console 78 includes an energy dial (not shown). The 

90 energy dial includes shafts that are mechanically 
interconnected to drive shafts81 and 82, respec-
tively connected between console 78 and each of 
sources32 and 77. Source 77 drives pneumatic 
motor 72 and therefore bar 70 in sychronism with 

95 voltage variations of source 32 to achieve a substan-
tially constant voltage gradient in accelerator 18 as 
the effective length ofthe accelerator is varied by the 
shorting bar. In one particular embodiment, the end 
of shorting bar 70 is related to voltage variations of 

100 source 32 as follows: 

TABLE 
RANGE OFVOLTAGE 

END OF SHORTING VOLTAGE RANGE GRADIENTS ACROSS 

1 0 5 BAR 70 OF SOURCE 32 EACH RESISTOR OF 

ENGAGES FINGER (kv) DIVIDER 53 (kv) 

62 

64 

110 

165-125 

125-75 

75-35 

3 5 - 0 

20.625-15.625 

20.833-12.500 

18.750- 8.750 

17.500- 0.000 

From the Table, it is seen that the voltage gradient 
across the resistors of divider 53 remains relatively 

115 constant with relatively wide variations in the energy 
applied by accelerator 18 to the positive ion beam. 
This is particularly important with ion beams having 
relatively wide current amplitude variations and 
wide energy values, such as ion beams having max-

120 imum current amplitudes in the3-4 milliampere 
range and energy variations between 35 kevto 200 
kev. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 2 ofthe drawing 
wherein pneumatic motor72 is schematically illus-

125 trated as including pneumatic responsive cylinders 
91 and 92 in which are respectively included pistons 
93 and 94 that carry rods 95 and 96. Opposite ends of 
cylinder 91 are connected to conduits 73 and74, 
while opposite ends of cylinder 92 are connected to 

130 conduits 75 and 76. Conduits 73 and 74 are con-
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nacted to opposed outlet ports of valve 97, while 
conduits 75 and 76 are connected to opposed outlet 
ports of valve S8; valves 97 both have an inlet port 
connected to positive pressure fluid (preferably air) 

5 source 99. 
Valves 97 and 98, as well as source 99, are part of 

pneumatic source 77. Valves 97 and 98 are driven by 
shaft 82 to 4 combinations of positions. In a first 
position, valves 97 and 98 are activated so fluid flows 

10 through conduits 73 and 75 to the exclusion of con-
duits 74 and 76, whereby pistons 93 and 94 are both 
driven to the right sides of cylinders 91 and 92, as 
shown in FIG. 2. In a second position, valves 97 and 
98 are activated so fluid flows conduits 74 and 75 to 

15 the exclusion of conduits 73 and 76, whereby pistons 
93 and 94 are driven to the leftside of cylinder 91 and 
to the right side of cylinder 92, as illustrated in FIG. 3. 
In a third position, valves 97 and 98 are activated so 
fluid flows through conduits 73 and 76 to the exclu-

20 sion of conduits 74 and 75, whereby pistons 93 and 
94 are driven to the right side of cylinder 91 and to 
the left side of cylinder 92, as illustrated in FIG. 4. In 
the fourth position, valves 97 and 98 are activated so 
fluid flows through conduits 74 and 76 to the exclu-

25 sion of conduits 73 and 75, whereby pistons 93 and 
94 are both to the left side of cylinders 91 and 92 as 
illustrated in FIG. 5. Thereby, in the first position 
(FIG. 2), rods 95 and 96 are fully retracted and fully 
extended; in the second position (FIG. 3), rods 95 

30 and 96 are both fully extended; in the third position 
(FIG. 4), rods 95 and 96 are both fully retracted; and 
in the fourth position (FIG. 5), rod 95 is fully extended 
while rod 96 is fully extracted. 

Rods 95 and 96 are connected to each other and to 
35 shorting bar 70 and the difference in the length bet-

ween the fully extended and fully extracted positions 
ofthe rods are such that end portion 101 of bar 70 is 
stepwise translated in a smooth manner from finger 
62 to finger 64, to finger 66, to finger 68, as illustrated 

40 in each of FIGS. 2-5. The holes in fingers 62,64,66 
and 68 thatthe shorting rod 70 passes through, con-
tain spring and ball contacts which provide good 
electrical connection between the fingers and rod 70. 
To these ends, the difference in length between the 

45 fully extended and fully retracted positions of rod 95 
is equal to the distance between a pair of adjacent 
fingers, such as fingers 62 and 64, while the differ-
ence in length between the fully extended and fully 
retracted position of rod 96 is equal to twice the dis-

50 tance between a pair of adjacent fingers, i.e., the dif-
ference in length between fingers 62 and 66. Cylin-
der 92 is fixedly connected to structure in envelope 
19, while the end of cylinder 91 connected to conduit 
74 is connected to a face of plate 103 that is con-

55 nected to the end of rod 96 remote from piston 94. 
Thereby, cylinder91 istranslatedthrough a distance 
equal to the difference in length between the fully 
extended and fully retracted positions of rod 96, as 
illustrated in FIGS. 3 and 4, respectively. The end of 

60 rod 95 remote from piston 93 is connected in driving 
relation to trolley 104 that is carried by fixed guide 
rails 105, having mutually parallel axes that are also 
parallel with the axis of shorting bar 70. Shorting bar 
70 is carried by trolley 104 and extends from a side of 

65 the trolley opposite to the side ofthe trolley which is 

connected to rod 95. Thereby, shorting bar 70 is dri-
ven to the four different positions illustrated in FIGS. 
2-5 in response otthe four previously named condi-
tions of valves 97 and 98. 

70 While a preferred embodiment ofthe invention 
has been specifically described and illustrated it is to 
be understood that variations in the described 
embodiment can be made within the scope ofthe 
claims. 

75 CLAIMS 
1. Apparatus for accelerating charged particles 

from a source of said of said particles into a beam of 
said particles comprising N longitudinally spaced 
accelerator electrodes forthe particles, where N is an 

80 integer, theAth and (Ar+1 )th electrodes being lon-
gitudinally spaced from each other by a predeter-
mined distance q, wherek= 1 ,2 . . . (N-1), a shorting 
bar dimensioned and positioned so it selectively 
electrically engages everyy'th one of said electrodes, 

85 where; is an integer at least equal to one and N// is a 
positive integer greaterthan two, drive means for 
translating the shorting bar so an end portion 
thereof moves in a stepwise manner from the ith 
electrode to the (/-1 )th electrode, where / is every 

90 member in the set of/, the shorting bar being 
positioned so portions of it remote from the end por-
tion engage the (m-1 )th, (m-2)th... electrodes when 
the end portion engages the mth electrode, where 
m, (/77-1), (m-2)... are in the set of/ , a variable DC 

95 source connected between electrodes one and N, 
and means for synchronizing variations ofthe vol-
tage source and movements ofthe bar end portion 
between the/th electrodes to maintain a substan-
tially constant voltage gradient along the length of 

100 the unshorted electrodes despite variations in 
energy applied to the beam by the accelerator. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the shorting 
bar selectively electrically engages a maximum of 
four of said/electrodes, said drive means including 

105 first and second rods, meansfor driving the first and 
second rods only to fully extended and fully 
retracted positions, the difference in length between 
the fully extended and fully retracted positions of 
one ofthe rods being equal to the distance between 

110 adjacent ones of said electrodes, the difference in 
length between the fully extended and fully retracted 
positions ofthe other of the rods being equal to 
twice the distance between adjacent ones of said / 
electrodes, and means for coupling said first and 

115 second rods together and to the shorting bar so the 
shorting bar moves in stepwise relationship bet-
ween adjacent ones of said four electrodes. 

3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein the shorting 
bar selectively electrically engages a maximum of2d 

120 of said/electrodes, said drive means including d 
rods, means for driving the d rods only to fully 
extended and fully retracted positions, the difference 
in length between the fully extended and fully 
retracted positions of a first rod being equal to the 

125 distance, q, between adjacent ones of said elec-
trodes, the difference in length between the fully 
extended and fully retracted position of a second rod 
being equal to 2q, the difference in length between 
the fully extended and fully retracted positions ofthe 

130 b rod being equal to 2(b"1Vr where q is selectively 
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every integer from 1 to d. 
4. The apparatus of claims 2 or 3 further includ-

ing pneumatic motor means for driving the rods to 
the fully extended and fully retracted positions. 

5 5. An ion beam implanterfor implanting positive 
ions from an ion source into a semiconductor wafer 
comprising first means for accelerating ions from 
the source into a beam, means for bending the beam 
derived from the first accelerator means to select a 

10 species of ions from the source, second means for 
accelerating the selected species of ions from the 
source into a high energy beam, means for deflect-
ing charged ions in the high energy beam away from 
neutral ions in the high energy beam so the charged 

15 ions in the high energy beam irradiate the wafer, 
said second means for accelerating including: 

N electrodes equally spaced along the path ofthe 
beam as it traverses the second meansfor accelerat-
ing, where N is an integer greaterthan 2, a resistive 

20 voltage divider having N terminals respectively con-
nected to the N electrodes, said divider having the 
same resistance between adjacent ones of said elec-
trodes, a variable DC source for applying a high posi-
tive voltage to terminal N ofthe divider, ground 

25 being applied to the firstterminal ofthe divider, ter-
minal N being connected to an electrode that is 
upstream, in the direction of ion beam propagation, 
ofthe electrode connected to the firstterminal, a 
shorting bar dimensioned and positioned to selec-

30 tively engage terminals N, (N-1)... 1, drive means 
for stepwise moving the shorting bar so an end por-
tion ofthe bar sequentially engages terminals N, 
(N-1)... 1 in order, the remainder ofthe bar engag-
ing terminals N, (N-1)... (a+1) while the bar end 

35 portion engages terminal a, wherea is selectively 
every integer from 1 to N, and means for synchroniz-
ing the stepwise movement with variations ofthe DC 
source to maintain a substantially constant voltage 
gradient along the length ofthe unshorted elec-

40 trades despite variations in energy applied to the 
beam by the second accelerator means. 

6. The ion beam implanter of claim 5 wherein 
N=4, said drive means including first and second 
rods, means for driving the first and second rods 

45 only to fully extended and fully retracted positions, 
the difference in length between the fully extended 
and fully retracted positions of one ofthe rods being 
equal to the distance between adjacent ones of said 
N electrodes, the difference in length between the 

50 fully extended and fully retracted positions ofthe 
other of the rods being equal to twice the distance 
between adjacent ones of said N electrodes, and 
means for coupling said first and second rods to 
each other and to the shorting bar so the shorting 

55 bar moves in stepwise relationship between adja-
cent ones of N electrodes. 

7. The ion beam implanter of claim 5 wherein 
N=2d, said drive means including drods, meansfor 
driving thee/ rods only to fully extended and fully 

60 retracted positions, the difference in length between 
the fully extended and fully retracted positions of rod 
b being equal to the distance between 2(b"1) to D, 
where D equals the distance between the adjacent 
ones ofthe N electrodes and b is selectively every 

65 one of 1 through d, whereby the difference in length 

between the fully extended and fully retracted posi-
tions of rod 1 is equal to D, and means for coupling 
said rods together and to the shorting bar so the 
shorting bar moves in stepwise relationship bet-

70 ween adjacent ones of said N electrodes. 
8. The ion implanter of claim 6 or 7 further includ-

ing pneumatic motor means for stepwise moving 
the bars between the fully extended and fully 
retracted positions. 
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